
Since 2005 online jewelry auctioneer Bidz.com
has seen profits soar nearly sevenfold as con-
sumers glommed onto bargains like the $13,631
Bulgari watch that recently went for $669.
But with the housing bust leaving so many so
strapped, executives at the Culver City (Calif.)
company realized they'd have to work harder
to boost profits. So last year, Bidz.corn's buyers
looked beyond their usual source—jewelry mak-
ers looking to close out excess inventory—and
began scouring the country for bankruptcy auc-
tions where it could scoop up manufacturer in-
ventories for pennies on the dollar.

Bidz.corn's resourcefulness has paid off:
While many other retailers began faltering ear-
lier this year, the company reported a 34% jump
in first-quarter earnings, thanks in part to this
shrewd buying strategy. With several big pur-
chases in hand, CEO David Zinberg recently
raised his profit-growth forecast for 2008 by
between 4% and 6%.

Such agility has not only paid off for
Bidz.corn's shareholders and customers but has
also helped it earn the No. 19 spot on Business-
Week 's all- new Hot Growth list, our annual effort
to identify America's preeminent small compa-
nies. This year we've tweaked our methodol-
ogy to identify a smaller, more selective batch of
highfliers that have outperformed their sector
peers (page 48). They are the trend-spotters and
innovators, the companies that have displayed
an ability to thrive against multinationals with
more market clout and foreign rivals with cheap -
er cost structures.

Above all, these companies are showing resil-
ience in a worsening economy. Collectively, this
year's Hot Growth companies saw profits rise
26% in their most recent quarters, vs. an average
27% drop in the latest quarterly results for the
large-cap Standard & Poor's 500-stock index,
and a 28% drop for S&P's 4,400-stock Total
Market Index. As a group, the Hot Growth Com-
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panies enjoyed average sales growth
of 41.7% over the past three years
and a 158% surge in profits in the
past 12 months. Compare that with
average sales growth of just 11.6%
for the S&P 500 over the past three
years, and a 20.6% increase in earn-
ings last year.

Keeping up such stratospheric
growth will be even tougher for this
year's class, given the economy.
That's especially so for HansenNat-
ural. Our No. 1 company, best known
for its Monster Energy drink, has
long been a favorite of short-sellers.
After a torrid growth trajectory—profits rose from $20 million in 2004 to
$149 million last year—the company's honeymoon with investors ended
abruptly last November when it missed analyst estimates, due in part to
higher costs for raw materials. The stock has tumbled 46% since.

But Rodney C. Sacks, Hansen's chief executive, says he can sustain
growth and is ready to adapt to the times. That may mean more "2 for $3 "
and "3 for $5"-type promotions for cans of Monster. And Hansen, which
has ranked on the Hot Growth list in three of the past four years, has rolled
out new products such as its Java Monster coffee drink and a juice line
aimed at kids. "The shorts had it wrong in the past and have it wrong now,"
says Sacks. "We believe we can keep growing."

THROWING DOWN THE GAUNTLET
Like Hansen, many of this year's Hot Growth companies are sticking with
product launches, despite the fact that consumers are on the ropes. That's
the case with Under Armour (No. 34), another repeat Hot Growth perform-
er. Even with its sports apparel business up by 37% last year, the Baltimore
upstart threw down the gauntlet against Nike in May when it rolled out its
first sneaker, a cross -trainer. Under Armour Chief Executive Kevin A. Plank
knows that Nike will stop at nothing to protect its market share in shoes, but
he believes the move into footwear was necessary to keep growing.

This year's Hot Growth ranking also features a whole lot of heavy metal.
Dotting the list are small manufacturers with low-cost structures and the
ability to make specialized products that can't easily be copied by foreign
rivals. Among the success stories: Graham Corp., a Batavia (N.Y.) maker

of heat-transfer equipment, and
Haynes International, a Kokomo
(Ind.) supplier of specialty alloys
used by jetmakers and gas drillers.

Because of a weak dollar and a
surge in global demand, these com-
panies could have the wind at their
backs. "What the world wants from
us now is [advanced] industrial
products-from airplanes to drill-
ing equipment to machine tools,"
says Mark Zandi, chief economist
of consulting firm Economy.com. "I
imagine there will be even more in-
dustrial companies on this list a year
from now."
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BLUE NILE:
A GUY'S
BEST FRIEND
Diamond-buying made less daunting

By Jay Greene
When Web entrepreneur Jason Calaca-
nis was ready to pop the question to his
girlfriend, he turned to his computer.
Blue Nile, the leading diamond jewelry
marketer on the Net, helped him bone up
on such factors as color, cut, clarity, and
carat—the famous Four Cs. Turned off by
high-pressure sales-
people, he snapped up
a three - carat diamond
online, spending
"tens of thousands of
dollars" for it. Recalls
Calacanis: "It was the
best retail experience I
never had."

Calacanis, of course,
is used to living life on
the Web. He co-found-
ed one of the first blog
businesses, Weblogs, which he sold to
America Online in 2005, and he's now run-
ning the Mahalo.com search engine. But
Blue Nile's user-friendly site that demysti-
fies diamonds has lured plenty of far less
tech-savvy shoppers.

The outfit has racked up big gains. Last
year, Blue Nile, which now offers more than
60,000 diamonds on its site, logged a 34%
increase in net income, to $17.5 million,
while driving up sales 27%, to $319.3 mil-
lion. Founded in 1999, the Seattle-based
company came into its own during the dot-
com boom, but managed to sidestep the
bust that claimed so many Web fledglings.

Blue Nile capitalizes a man's common
fear that jewelry stores will exploit his
ignorance. Prospective customers can
start by learning about diamonds on the
site. Confident buyers can order online;



nervous buyers can dial a toll-free num-
ber to reach Seattle-based sales reps,
who will guide them through a purchase,
no matter how big or small. Because the
telephone reps don't draw commissions,
Blue Nile executives contend, they lack
incentive to pressure customers. And, with
times tougher, brides may object less to
the unromantic idea that their rings were
unearthed on the Net.

Blue Nile also deploys its technology
to work closely with suppliers. It shares
detailed sales data that help cutters serve
up the most popular kinds of stones. The
company's analytical tools let suppli-
ers slice and assess sales data and pricing
information. "What they brought to the
table was absolute transparency," says a
supplier, who asked for anonymity because
he sells gems via Blue Nile at a fraction of
what he charges traditional retailers. The
supplier's margins are lower, but he is able
to turn his inventory two or three times
faster through Blue Nile.

With the domestic economy in the
doldrums and lovestruck buyers snap-

ping up fewer, or less
pricey diamonds,
conventional rivals
are feeling the pinch.
Warns Mark Vadon,
Blue Nile's execu-
tive chairman and
co-founder, "Our
industry is going to
get pretty rocked."

But that could
drive customer traffic
to Blue Nile, whose
executives figure it

will outpace the pack with low expenses
and a narrow focus on diamond jewelry.
They avoid hawking other luxury items.
"I want to be the best in the world at one
thing. I don't want to be half-assed at a lot
of things," Vadon says.

The company has told investors that this
year's sales should increase about 1O%, an
outlook analysts support. Should men begin
to pinch pennies in downturn, the value
of a site like Blue Nile, which allows for easy
comparison shopping, goes up, contends
Chief Executive Officer Diane Irvine. "This
business is all about taking market share,"
she says. "We look at this type of environ-
ment as one of opportunity."

By Roger O. Crockett
For years, Morningstar has been the lay investor's resource for mutual
fund information. It helps individuals sift through thousands of funds to
find the right ones, using a simple ratings system. But as the investment
world splits into the well-heeled who seek out advice and fancy invest-
ment vehicles on one end, and fee-conscious folks searching out cheaper
index funds and ETFs on the other, Morningstar Chief Executive Officer
Joe Mansueto is pushing toward the pros, where the growth is. Serving ad-
visers and institutions, he argues, "is a natural extension of our business."

The 24-year-old company is still a potent force in the market for
self- directed individual investors. But it now generates just 22% of its
annual revenues from investment information for individuals. The rest
comes from institutional players. That business breaks down into three

categories: selling data; consulting, or offering
investment advice to portfolio managers; and
sub-advisory work—managing chunks of institu-
tional fund portfolios. Such sales surged 58% last
year, making up more than half of overall revenue.

The institutional market is huge, and it's grow-
ing. In addition to selling data, Morningstar now
helps select funds for institutions that manage
more than $97 billion, up 76% from last year.
Acting as a sub-adviser or portfolio consultant
for such institutions plays to the company's
traditional strength in rating the performances
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of funds and fund managers—an important
attribute when there are 8,000 funds from
which to choose.

Morningstar is having an easier time
navigating the long-term shift in its busi-
ness model than dealing with the market's
short-term volatility. The company's stock
tumbled some 28% in mid-April, along with
many other financial shares, before rebound-
ing recently. It remains modestly down from
last year's close, even though analysts expect
further double-digit revenue gains on top of
Morningstar's sizzling 38% leap, to $435 mil-
lion, last year. "If the market goes down, they
are susceptible," says analyst Kent Gasaway, a
portfolio manager at Buffalo Funds, a Morn-
ingstar shareholder.

A USER-FRIENDLY EDGE
Morningstar faces stiff competition, too.
Thomson Reuters Group's Lipper has long
provided institutions with research data. But
it hasn't branched into the lucrative consult-
ing or portfolio sub-advisory business, where
Morningstar's share of a fragmented market
rose from 4% in 2006 to 6% last year. And
analysts say Morningstar has an edge: its easy-
to-master products. The outfit delivers data
on the Net via Morningstar.com for individu-
als and Morningstar Direct for institutional
staffers. Enthusiasts like its "style box," a tic-
tac-toe type matrix that sorts funds into nine
categories from small-value to large-growth
funds. Morningstar carves up information in
a way "that people can digest easily," says WR
Hambrecht & Co. analyst Marvin Loh.

Mansueto, 51, owns 61.4% of the company
and has global ambitions for it. Morningstar
pulled 80% of its revenue from the U.S. in
2007, and he'd like to garner half the revenues
from abroad. He acquired Standard & Poor's
mutual fund data division in March, 2007, and
is expanding equity analysis through overseas
acquisitions. In January he bought Hemscott,
a leading provider of equity data in Britain.
International revenue, no more than 15% of
Morningstar's total four years ago, reached
24% at the end of the first quarter.

Mansueto is looking much further ahead.
"It's natural in this environment for people to
be cautious," he said at the company's
May 20 annual meeting. "But we try not to get
too distracted by the current environment.
We focus on what seeds we're planting today
that will allow growth in the long term." I B W
-With jing Zhou in Chicago
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LULULEMON'S
NEXT WORKOUT
Can Christine Day broaden the yoga clothier's appeal?

By AiIi McConnon
Lots of chief executives talk about keeping an ear to the ground. Few
do it. Even fewer do it literally. But on a recent Sunday in Vancouver,
B.C., Christine Day, the incoming CEO of yoga apparel retailer Lu-
lu lemon Athletica, was on her hands and knees in a fitting room hem -
ming pants. That's standard operating procedure at Lululemon. Every
worker, from the C - suite to the accountants to the design team, must
spend at least eight hours a month working in stores—an unusual
mandate for a retailer. It's a way to keep close to the company's care -
fully cultivated and well-heeled clientele: the burgeoning Yoga Class.

Serving that niche with a laser - like focus has paid off for the Van -
couver retailer. In 2007, sales rose 85%, to $275 million; profits leapt
300%, to $31 million; and the company raised $344 million in an ini-
tial public offering. Lululemon fans shell out $92 for a pair of workout
pants, compared with $60 at Nike or $70 at Under Armour, according
to research firmThinkEquity Partners. No wonder, then, that at most
of its 86 warehouse-chic stores, Lululemon sells $1,710 worth of gear
per square foot—about triple the rate of red-hot retailers Abercrom-
bie & Fitch and J. Crew. "It's the best growth
story in retail today," says Paul Lejuez, a senior
analyst at Credit Suisse.

As Day takes over- her official start is
June 4 -Lululemon is at a precarious point. It
plans to increase its U.S. store count from 38 to
69 this year, with a goal of 300 over the next few
years. But inventory problems have crimped
margins, since the company had to pay extra to
ship out-of-stock items to stores by air. Amid
worries over cash-strapped U.S. consumers,
the stock price, which rocketed to 60 after going
public at 18, has fallen back to 31. How Day man-
ages the rapid growth will determine whether Lululemon fades away,
like so many once - hip retailers, or becomes a lasting franchise.

Day most recently ran Asia-Pacific operations at Starbucks,
which serves as both a growth template and a cautionary tale for
Lululemon. "At Starbucks, we moved too quickly away from the
authentic Italian espresso," she says. CEO Howard Schultz hired her
in 1986 as his assistant. She took care of everything from book-
keeping to human resources and quickly moved up the management
ranks, to his memoir, Schultz credits Day for her early insight that
the coffee chain's stores should be designed as " sisters—each with
an individual appearance, but clearly from the same family." In her
most recent post, as head of Asia, Day oversaw a side of Starbucks'
business that is still growing furiously even as U.S. stores slump.

Lululemon has been quietly growing since 1998, when it was
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founded by Dennis "Chip" Wilson, a Canadian entrepreneur who
had previously founded a surf, skate, and snowboard company. After
attending a yoga class, he found the cotton-polyester blends most
people wore to the studio were uncomfortable and ill-fitting, and they
collected sweat. He created a black exercise pant for women made of
fabric that would wick away perspiration and fit well, too. In 2000,
Wilson, still the company's design chief, opened a small design and
retail space in Vancouver that doubled as a yoga studio. He created
clothing during the day and tweaked it based on feedback from stu-
dents who took yoga classes in the same space at night.

Linking with local gurus has
been crucial. Before Lululemon
opens a store in a new city, it
approaches yogis or other fit -
ness class teachers. In exchange
for a year's worth of clothing,
they become Lululemon "am-
bassadors ," wearing the duds
in front of students and giving
the company design feedback.
They also host students at
private sales and free classes
sponsored by Lululemon in un -
marked lofts or condo spaces.

Now the pressure's on Day to
expand Lululemon beyond yoga
into sports such as running,

swimming, and biking. Outgoing CEO Robert Meers, who previ-
ously led Reebok International, put together a management team of
retail vets from the likes of Nike, The Limited, and Abercrombie. Day,
though, has been visiting stores and picking up tips from workers on
the line. At regular breakfast meetings, she's fond of asking employ-
ees: "What's the most idiotic thing we did in the last 60 days?"

SIDESWIPED BY SEAWEED
Mellow in demeanor, Day is frank about the challenges of keeping
a company culture authentic as it grows. "It's not us out being 'Big
Company,'" she says. "It's about being the alternative."

Early on, Lululemon dodged a bullet. In November, The New York
Times reported the company made false claims about a line of cloth-
ing infused with seaweed that purported to moisturize skin during
exercise. Lululemon says third-party tests confirmed its garments
contained a seaweed derivative, but it removed the claims from labels.

A more pressing challenge is inventory. Analysts say stores in
coastal areas often run short of small sizes and those in the Midwest
sell out of larger sizes. Day says the company has rolled out a new
inventory-management system and will spend up to $1 million on
a direct - sales Web site. Day is quite aware that, in a recession that's
punishing other retailers, she'll have a brief window in which to fix
the glitches." You can't be complacent about blaming the economy,"
she says, "when it's probably some operating. ..issue you're trying to
get right."

CAL-MAINE:
PRICIER BY
THE DOZEN
Higher egg prices mean Fat City

By Pallavi Gogoi
Soaring food prices bedevil consumers, but
they're a boon for Gal-Maine Foods, Ameri-
ca's biggest egg producer. Even while paying
more for feed, the Jackson (Miss.) company
has been able to pass on the costs, and then
some, by hiking egg prices about 40% since
last year. "The eco-
nomics have been good
for us," says CEO Fred
R. Adams Jr.

And how. In the
quarter ended Mar. 31,
the marketer of such
brands as Eggland's
Best and Farmhouse
logged a 229% gain in
net profits, to
$57.2 million, as sales
rose 59%, to $278 mil-
lion. Annual revenues are expected to rise as
much as 50%, to $900 million, in the fiscal
year ending in June, Adams says, even though
Cal-Maine will sell about as many eggs as it
did last year, some 685 million dozen. Such
results have helped boost the company's
stock by 140% in the past year, to a recent
$31 a share.

HIGH-VALUE HENS
Sky-high prices for ordinary eggs are only
part of the story, however. Cal-Maine, whose
products are sold in retail stores in 29 states
(almost everywhere but the Northwest), has
been riding a wave of interest in such spe-
cialty eggs as cage-free, organic, and those
laid by vegetarian hens. Premium-priced
eggs—commanding as much as $6 per dozen,
vs. about $2.20 for the standard type—now
contribute 15% of company revenues, up from
just 5% five years ago. "Management proved
their smarts by investing in high-value prod-
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ucts like organic, reduced cholesterol, and
cage-free eggs," says Roy Ophir, director of
research at Matrix USA, a New York invest-
ment research firm.

The business can be volatile. In 2004, it
faded with the fall of the Atkins diet, which ex-
tolled protein-rich foods like bacon and eggs.
Chief proponent Robert Atkins, who died at
age 72 the year before, turned out to have car-
diac problems. Egg producers had been work-
ing their hens overtime to feed the diet craze,
but consumption declined 4% in 2004, and
stayed depressed through 2006. A 25% slide in
prices led to losses at Cal-Maine in 2005 and
2006. "Many small egg producers went out
of business," says Gene W. Gregory, president
of the United Egg Producers trade associa-
tion. Still more small-fry have quit since then,
unable to handle feed costs that rocketed from
about to produce a dozen eggs to
Cal-Maine claims a 15% share of the industry,
making it No. 1.

GOBBLING AWAY
Adams, 76, started the Adams Egg Farm in
1957 and soon realized that just selling more
eggs wouldn't help him grow. "You have to
grow big by acquisition," he says. With pur-
chases such as the egg operations of Ralston
Purina and Cargill, he now counts 30 million
chickens in his henhouse, up from 5 million 50
years ago.

Adams figures more deals will shield him
against a drop in prices. Analysts warn that
Cal-Maine may not pass along rising input
costs forever. But as other food prices climb,
eggs look like a good deal. "As far as price
goes," says Marcia Greenblum, director of nu-
trition at the industry-backed Egg Nutrition
Center in D.C., "eggs beat almost all high-
quality protein, like meat."

By Christopher Palmeri
A lot of work goes into toxic waste. Every day,
for instance, 1,500 tons of tainted New Jersey
dirt arrives at a train depot in Grand View,
Idaho, 60 miles southeast of Boise. There, it is
"permanently isolated and constantly moni-
tored" to avoid contamination, says Stephen
Romano, chief executive of American Ecology,
which operates the Idaho site and three others.

For American Ecology, the labor is well
worth it. Since Romano took over in 2001,
American Ecology's sales and profits have qua-
drupled, to $166 million and $19.4 million, respectively. Its stock has
shot up tenfold since 2001, to a recent $28 per share.

Romano has created a growth business in the otherwise flat, $2 bil-
lion- a-year market through acquisitions and shrewd investments.
He spearheaded the $20 million Grand View site purchase from a
rival and more recently spent $ 17 million to add rail cars so he could
bid on more business from the East Coast. "The investments they've
made are just starting to pay off as they open up more markets," says
RBC Capital Markets analyst Jamie Sullivan. That's crucial, since big
contracts are the company's lif eblood; the New Jersey cleanup alone
accounted for 41% of 2007 sales.

A former policy wonk at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Romano helped craft legislation spurring states to use regional fa-
cilities to dispose of low-level radioactive waste. The company now
runs such a facility in Washington State. In 2007, American Ecology
disposed of l.l million tons of hazardous waste, 36% more than the
year before. "This business is pretty simple," Romano says. "Once
you cover your fixed costs, the profit is substantial."
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THE CLASS OF '06 IS
DOING QUITE WELL
Hot Growth alumni thrived most if they served
markets in Europe and Asia

By Maggie Gilmour
Despite a sputtering economy, Business Week's Hot Growth Class of 2006
has fared relatively well. Weighted by market value, the companies have
returned 4.7% over the past two years. That tops the small-cap Russell
2000 index, which dipped 3.9% during the same period, but lags behind
the large-stock Standard & Poor's 500-stock index, up 9.8%.

The standouts shared one factor: avoiding the U.S. consumer. Consider
the winner, Sarasota (Fla.)-based Sun Hydraulics. Sun, which earned more
than half its $167 million in 2007 sales outside the U.S., makes crucial com-
ponents for machines such as cranes and oil-well drills that serve booming
global industries. And foreign consumers have propelled growth at Guess ?,
the Los Angeles-based purveyor of jeans, sunglasses, and sundresses. Of the
245 Guess ? stores set to open in the next year, 185 are outside the U. S.

Investing in hot growth companies can be bumpy, but few stocks have
bounced around like that of LCA-Vision, the Cincinnati-based provider of
laser eye surgery. Just before LCA hit No.9 on our '06 list, CEO Stephen N.
Joffe left after disclosing he'd invested millions in a rival company. By the fall,
shares were down 42%. Joffe's son, Craig, took over, righted the ship, and
shares rose 56% over the next nine months. Craig resigned as cash- strapped
consumers put off the surgery, and shares plunged again. The upshot: Over
the past two years, shares have lost 81%, and the outlook is blurry.

HOW WE PICKED
THE WINNERS

We've made two big changes in drafting this
year's Hot Growth ranking. The first: We now
compare each company's performance with
the performance of larger companies in its
industry. That reduces the impact of sector-
specific shocks, such as high oil prices. The
second: We used a tighter screening process,
so we've ranked only 50 companies, as op-
posed to 100 in years past.

We began with Standard & Poor's Compu-
stat database of 10,000 publicly traded cor-
porations. Next, we screened for companies
with a minimum stock price of $5 (as of Mar.
31, 2008), a market value of at least $25 mil-
lion, and sales between $50 million and
$1.5 billion. As always, we excluded banks,
insurers, and real estate investment trusts, as
well as the highly regulated utilities sector.

Next, we identified companies with one- and
three-year sales growth at least 30% higher
than the average measures for the corre-
sponding S&P 500 sector. Also, companies'
return on invested capital (ROIC) in the most
recent year had to equal or beat the ROIC for
their sector. ROIC is net income available to
shareholders as a percentage of the value of
invested capital—basically, long-term debt and
shareholder equity. In measuring ROIC, S&P
Compustat excludes distortions from extraordi-
nary items and discontinued operations.

The third screen identified outfits truly on
an upswing relative to their sector. Compa-
nies had to pass a test: Either one-year profit
growth had to be at least 30% higher than
the corresponding S&P 500 sector average,
or one-year total return had to be at least
30% higher than the sector's average.

We ranked the remaining companies by a
combination of ROIC and three-year sales
growth, each metric adjusted for the perfor-
mance of the corresponding S&P 500 sector.
Finally, since numbers don't always tell the
whole story, we used our editorial judgment.
We excluded or adjusted the rank of com-
panies with extended stock price declines
or other red flags that raise questions about
future performance. -Michael Mandel
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